#

Event

1
2

Venue

1st
500
1100

2nd
300
500

No. of Participants
in a team
Min
Max
1
2
3

1100

500

-

2

500

300

-

2

500
500
500

300
300
300

-

2
2
1

100

6 mins per
participant
Approx(1hr20min)
1 hour
1 hr 30 min
5 min x per
participant
Approx(1hr30min)
1 hr 30 min

1100

500

2

4

100

1 hr 30 min

1100

500

2

4

50
100

500
500

300
300

1
2

2
3

30

45 min
5 x 20 = 100
1 hr 40 min
15 min

500

300

1

2

50

2 hr 30 min

500

300

2

4

100

Will move side by
side
Time in registration
will be 40 minutes

500

300

2

3

Participation
Fee

B-111
B-105
D-Link Lab
B-104

50
100

3

Creative Writing
Biz-Quiz Round 1
Round 2
Business Plan

4

Ad-Mad show

Main area
Block-B

100

5
6
7

Logo Design
Best out of waste
Talk on the theme

50
100
50

8

Graffiti

9

Short Film Making

10
11

T-Shirt Designing
Debate

12

Tik-Tok

13

Cook without Fire

14

Find the station

B-111
B-105
B block
B-209,
B-210
Walls around
canteen
No fixed
place
required
B-109
Main area
B-block
No fixed
place
required
Footpath
around
B-block
Only
registration
desk required

100

Prize

Timing
10:00 am
10:00 am
12:00 am
Approx. 4hrs
30 min x No. of
participants

*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

1. CREATIVE WRITING






Writing sheet will be provided to the students.
Themes will be given on the spot.
Preliminaries may be conducted depending upon the number of entries.
In case of any dispute, the decision of judges will be considered final and abiding.
Time Allowed: 45 minutes.

2. “Business Hanchos” BIZ- QUIZ





One Team per college
Each team consists of 3 members(minimum 2)
Each team will have to appear in preliminary written round.
The teams who will get qualified will move on to the next round.
Final round shall be oral and encompass topics ranging from history to current affairs,
management, science and technology to geography. Basically anything under the sun and
beyond is within the realms of final round.

3. “Expo-Innovation” BUSINESS PLAN
 Team consists of 2 participants.
 Rs. 50 Lakhs will be given to students hypothetically, from which they have to design a
Business Plan.
 Time allowed for presentation is 30 minutes (20 minutes for presentation and 10
minutes for critical evaluation and questions.)
 Dress code for presentation is formal.

*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

4. “AD-Mania” AD MAD SHOW
 Two participants per team
 Team needs to design a complete Ad-campaign comprises Ads covering print and
electronic Media both radio and video on single product/services given on the spot.
 Totally new dimension of communicating , entertaining and engaging the consumers
through creative boundaries is expected from the participants
 Video/Radio Ads should not increase 45 Sec.
 The presentation should not exceed 6 minutes wherein the participant shall showcase
their concept orally and as a visual and Audio-Video

5. “LIMA: Lessons in Marketing Excellence” LOGO DESIGN











Team will consist of 2 participants.
Students should bring their own pencil, colors or any other stationary item.
Drawing sheet will be provided.
Only crayon colors are allowed.
Time limit for the activity is 1 hr.
Designed logo should be a graphic mark, emblem, symbol or a design representing the
company. It should not be a simple word.
The design must be original and not edited before.
The dimensions of the logo will be the maximum 15*15 cm.
One punch line must be added to logo outside the permissible limit (Dimensions)
Use of internet is strictly prohibited.

*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

6. “Regard Before Discard” BEST OUT OF WASTE
 Team shall consist of two members only.(minimum 1)
 Participants will be given 1 hour and 30 minutes to show their creativity and 2 minutes to
talk about the same.
 The required waste material and stationary like scissor, thread, etc. should be brought by
the participants.
 Waste material could be anything like tetra packs, bottles, newspapers, old utensils, jute
material or any second hand items that otherwise would be thrown away.
 The material would be rejected if not found to be a waste product or second hand item.
 No ready or semi-finished model or matter would be accepted from participant in
competition.
 Participants will be judged on Creativity, Utilization of Resources, Artistic composition
& design, Eco-friendly rating, Utility of the Product and Overall Presentation
 No mobile or Internet means would be allowed to use at the time of Competition.
 The decision of the judges will be considered final and abiding.

7. “Turn your Quote” TALK ON THE THEME
 Time allowed maximum 4 min.
 One participant per team.
 The participant shall focus her/his elocution on the following sub themes (he/she is
requested to select only one):
• Demand Side issues of Crude Oil
• Education should or theoretical or Practical.
• Goods and Service Tax.
• IRCTC
• Start-up Norms
• Why people are moving towards Computer Science Engineering?

*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

8. “Graffiti”








Team shall consist of maximum 4 participants per team.(minimum 2)
Theme will be provided prior to a day.
Team needs to paint the given wall according to the given theme.
Spray Paint and other things will not be provided.
Teams shifting from the theme will be disqualified.
Mobiles are not allowed during the event.
Time given is 1:30 hrs.

9. “Short Film Making”
 Maximum 4 participants per team(minimum 2)
 Theme will be given on the spot
 Each team will have to make a short film using mobile or camera based on the given
topic
 Video limit will be between 3-5 minutes
 Time given to each team is 90 minutes

10. “T-Shirt designing”





2 participants per team(minimum 1)
T-shirt will be provided
Theme will be given on the spot
Each team has to draw a logo or anything related to the theme on t-shirt based on
given theme
 45 minutes is given to each team
 Mobiles are not allowed
 You have to bring your own paints and stationary.
*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

11. “Debate”





Each team will have minimum 2 participants and maximum 3 participants.
The topic will be provided prior to a day.
No topic will be repeated so participants are advised to submit the selected topic asap.
Participants will be instructed half an hour ago whether to speak for or against the
motion.

12. “Tik-Tok”





Each team will have maximum of 2 participants (minimum 1).
An audio from the Tik-Tok will be provided on the spot.
Time duration for preparing TikTok will be 15 minutes.
Extra marks will be awarded for transition video.

13. “Cook without Fire”













Each team will have minimum 2 and maximum 4 participants.
Total preparation time: 2 hours.
Participants are required to be present 30 minutes earlier at the venue.
Cutting of vegetables and fruits should be done on the spot. No prior preparation allowed.
Raw materials will not be provided.
Participants are requested to bring their own raw materials.
Milk and milk products may be used.
Participants can prepare maximum of 2 items.
Participants shall do proper plating of the food prepared.
Extra marks will be awarded for good plating.
Heating by any method is not permitted.
Workplaces should be clean and items should be hygienic.
 Judges decisions will be final and abiding.

*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

14. “Find the Station”






Each team can have maximum 3 participants(minimum 2)
Teams have to find different stations (marked at different locations in the Campus).
Teams will be provided with their route number.
Teams have to collect all the coupons from their respected stations.
Teams need to keep all the coupons, team with missing coupon will not be considered for
winning.
 Team reaching their final destination first will be the winner.

*The prizes are Subjected to be increase.
First come first register (limited seats) to be the part of ROBOMANIA.
Coordinators:
Akash
Gareema
7889188892
7827168492
`

